
COMPUTER RESELLER BUSINESS PLAN

Crest Systems is a new Value Added Reseller (VAR). The company is focused on marketing speciality inventory
software products to over 1, VARs that sell in vertical markets. Crest Systems has signed a strategic alliance agreement
with Promerit Engineering to sell its software.

Sell from over , brand new computer hardware and software products. This growth hasoccurred with minimal
investment in advertising and marketing. It serves its clients as a trusted ally, providing them with the loyalty
of a business partner and the economics of an outside vendor. Likely customers include hospitals, schools,
clinics, banks, insurance companies, and law firms. There are six part owners, including four investors and
two past employees. A lot of small offices want their LAN connected to the internet. When asked, the owners
will complain that margins are squeezed by the chains and customers buy on price only. Often the
administrators try to discourage this, but are only partially successful. Need actual charts? Defining the
high-end home office is even more difficult. The Home Office buyers tend to want immediate, local solutions
to problems. The self reliant ones, however, supply those needs themselves. Choose a template and then start
adding products. Then follow each step scratching each one off your list as you complete it. Drop-ship
distributing makes running a computer reseller business convenient. When forming your business as a sole
proprietorship there is no need to fill out any forms. Their service and support is not usually very good and
their prices are usually higher than the larger stores. We make sure that our clients have what they need to run
their businesses as well as possible, with maximum efficiency and reliability. We also need to find a training
manager. Their service and support is not usually very good and their prices are usually higher than the larger
stores. Additionally, Ellipse Technologies plans to undertake direct sales activity to institutions and large
business organizations. Our target companies are large enough to need the high-quality information
technology management we offer, but too small to have a separate computer management staff such as an MIS
department. The traditional market for voice recognition sales has been for individuals with physical
disabilities. We need to sell the company, not the product. The benefits we sell include many intangibles:
confidence, reliability, knowing that somebody will be there to answer questions and help at the important
times. The high-end home office business is a business, not a hobby. Upgrade offers: details would be
essential in a real business plan, but not in this sample plan. The most typical customer of our products is
someone who needs to operate a computer and especially produce textual material, but cannot or chooses not
to use the computer keyboard. In order to hold costs down as much as possible, we concentrate our purchasing
with Hauser, which offers day net terms and overnight shipping from the warehouse in Dayton. They expect
the copy machine vendors, office products vendors, and office furniture vendors, as well as the local graphic
artists, freelance writers, or whomever, to visit their office to make their sales. We can also demonstrate our
products' cost-effective nature for use in rehabilitation, since it is Americans with Disability Act ADA
-compliant, bringing many Workman's Compensation claim individuals back into the marketplace. We have
not had much success selling service contracts. Its specifications include â€¦[additional specifics omitted] The
Power User is our main up-scale line. All web hosting providers offer ecommerce solutions with templates
and shopping carts included so you may also select an ecommerce package from your web host provider as
well. We also need to find a training manager. Carefully select the most appropriate account for your business
as choosing the wrong one can mean unnecessary added bank fees. In the main-line peripherals a similar trend
shows, with prices for printers and monitors declining steadily. Products and Services AMT provides both
computer products and services to make them useful to small business. In order to hold costs down as much as
possible, we concentrate our purchasing with Hauser, which offers day net terms and overnight shipping from
the warehouse in Dayton. We have to also sell the service and charge for it separately. We focus on a
small-medium level of small business, and it is hard to find information to make an exact classification. Where
growth is not as obvious is the retail market. Unfortunately, we cannot sell the products at a higher price just
because we offer services; the market has shown that it will not support that concept. Custom software
services: details would be essential in a real business plan, but not in this sample plan.


